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A Psychologist’s View:
Rogerian Argument


Real communication occurs . . . when we listen with understanding.
— CARL ROGERS


The first duty of a wise advocate is to convince his opponents that
he understands their arguments, and sympathizes with their just
feelings.


— SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE


ROGERIAN ARGUMENT: AN INTRODUCTION


Carl R. Rogers (1902–1987), perhaps best known for his book enti-
tled On Becoming a Person (1961), was a psychotherapist, not a teacher
of writing. This short essay by Rogers has, however, exerted much
influence on instructors who teach argument. Written in the 1950s,
this essay reflects the political climate of the cold war between the
United States and the Soviet Union, which dominated headlines
for more than forty years (1947–1989). Several of Rogers’s exam-
ples of bias and frustrated communication allude to the tensions of
that era.


On the surface, many arguments seem to show A arguing
with B, presumably seeking to change B’s mind; but A’s argument
is really directed not to B but to C. This attempt to persuade a
nonparticipant is evident in the courtroom, where neither the
prosecutor (A) nor the defense lawyer (B) is really trying to con-
vince the opponent. Rather, both are trying to convince a third
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party, the jury (C). Prosecutors do not care whether they con-
vince defense lawyers; they don’t even mind infuriating defense
lawyers because their only real goal is to convince the jury.
Similarly, the writer of a letter to a newspaper, taking issue with
an editorial, does not expect to change the paper’s policy. Rather,
the writer hopes to convince a third party, the reader of the
newspaper.


But suppose A really does want to bring B around to A’s point
of view. Suppose Mary really wants to persuade the teacher to
allow her little lamb to stay in the classroom. Rogers points out that
when we engage in an argument, if we feel our integrity or our
identity is threatened, we will stiffen our position. (The teacher
may feel that his or her dignity is compromised by the presence of
the lamb and will scarcely attend to Mary’s argument.) The sense of
threat may be so great that we are unable to consider the alterna-
tive views being offered, and we therefore remain unpersuaded.
Threatened, we may defend ourselves rather than our argument,
and little communication takes place. Of course, a third party might
say that we or our opponent presented the more convincing case,
but we, and perhaps the opponent, have scarcely listened to each
other, and so the two of us remain apart.


Rogers suggests, therefore, that a writer who wishes to com-
municate with someone (as opposed to convincing a third party)
needs to reduce the threat. In a sense, the participants in the argu-
ment need to become partners rather than adversaries. Rogers
writes, “Mutual communication tends to be pointed toward solv-
ing a problem rather than toward attacking a person or group.”
Thus, an essay on whether schools should test students for use of
drugs, need not — and probably should not — see the issue as black
or white, either/or. Such an essay might indicate that testing is
undesirable because it may have bad effects, but in some circum-
stances it may be acceptable. This qualification does not mean that
one must compromise. Thus, the essayist might argue that the
potential danger to liberty is so great that no circumstances justify
testing students for drugs. But even such an essayist should recog-
nize the merit (however limited) of the opposition and should
grant that the position being advanced itself entails great difficul-
ties and dangers.


A writer who wishes to reduce the psychological threat to the
opposition and thus facilitate the partnership in the study of some
issue can do several things:
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• One can show sympathetic understanding of the opposing
argument,


• One can recognize what is valid in it, and


• One can recognize and demonstrate that those who take the
other side are nonetheless persons of goodwill.


Advocates of Rogerian argument are likely to contrast it with 
Aristotelian argument, saying that the style of argument associated
with Aristotle (384–322 B.C., Greek philosopher and rhetorician)


• Is adversarial, seeking to refute other views; and


• Sees the listener as wrong, someone who now must be over-
whelmed by evidence.


In contrast to the confrontational Aristotelian style, which allegedly
seeks to present an airtight case that compels belief, Rogerian argu-
ment (it is said)


• Is nonconfrontational, collegial, and friendly;


• Respects other views and allows for plural truths; and


• Seeks to achieve some degree of assent rather than convince
utterly.


Thus a writer who takes Rogers seriously will, usually, in the
first part of an argumentative essay


1. State the problem,
2. Give the opponent’s position, and
3. Grant whatever validity the writer finds in that position —


for instance, will recognize the circumstances in which the
position would indeed be acceptable.


Next, the writer will, if possible,


4. Attempt to show how the opposing position will be improved
if the writer’s own position is accepted.


Sometimes, of course, the differing positions may be so far
apart that no reconciliation can be proposed, in which case the
writer will probably seek to show how the problem can best be
solved by adopting the writer’s own position. We have discussed
these matters in Chapter 6, but not from the point of view of a psy-
chotherapist, and so we reprint Rogers’s essay here.
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Carl R. Rogers


Communication: Its Blocking 
and Its Facilitation


It may seem curious that a person whose whole professional
effort is devoted to psychotherapy should be interested in problems
of communication. What relationship is there between providing
therapeutic help to individuals with emotional maladjustments
and the concern of this conference with obstacles to communica-
tion? Actually the relationship is very close indeed. The whole
task of psychotherapy is the task of dealing with a failure in com-
munication. The emotionally maladjusted person, the “neurotic,”
is in difficulty first because communication within himself has
broken down, and second because as a result of this his com-
munication with others has been damaged. If this sounds some-
what strange, then let me put it in other terms. In the “neurotic”
individual, parts of himself which have been termed unconscious,
or repressed, or denied to awareness, become blocked off so that
they no longer communicate themselves to the conscious or man-
aging part of himself. As long as this is true, there are distortions
in the way he communicates himself to others, and so he suffers
both within himself, and in his interpersonal relations. The task
of psychotherapy is to help the person achieve, through a special
relationship with a therapist, good communication within him-
self. Once this is achieved he can communicate more freely and
more effectively with others. We may say then that psychother-
apy is good communication, within and between men. We may
also turn that statement around and it will still be true. Good
communication, free communication, within or between men, is
always therapeutic.


It is, then, from a background of experience with communica-
tion in counseling and psychotherapy that I want to present here
two ideas. I wish to state what I believe is one of the major factors
in blocking or impeding communication, and then I wish to present
what in our experience has proven to be a very important way to
improving or facilitating communication.


I would like to propose, as an hypothesis for consideration, that
the major barrier to mutual interpersonal communication is our
very natural tendency to judge, to evaluate, to approve or disapprove,
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the statement of the person, or the other group. Let me illustrate my
meaning with some very simple examples. As you leave the meet-
ing tonight, one of the statements you are likely to hear is, “I didn’t
like that man’s talk.” Now what do you respond? Almost invariably
your reply will be either approval or disapproval of the attitude
expressed. Either you respond, “I didn’t either. I thought it was
terrible,” or else you tend to reply, “Oh, I thought it was really
good.” In other words, your primary reaction is to evaluate what
has just been said to you, to evaluate it from your point of view,
your own frame of reference.


Or take another example. Suppose I say with some feeling, “I
think the Republicans are behaving in ways that show a lot of good
sound sense these days,” what is the response that arises in your
mind as you listen? The overwhelming likelihood is that it will be
evaluative. You will find yourself agreeing, or disagreeing, or mak-
ing some judgment about me such as “He must be a conservative,”
or “He seems solid in his thinking.” Or let us take an illustration
from the international scene. Russia says vehemently, “The treaty
with Japan is a war plot on the part of the United States.” We rise
as one person to say “That’s a lie!”


This last illustration brings in another element connected with
my hypothesis. Although the tendency to make evaluations is com-
mon in almost all interchange of language, it is very much height-
ened in those situations where feelings and emotions are deeply
involved. So the stronger our feelings, the more likely it is that
there will be no mutual element in the communication. There will
be just two ideas, two feelings, two judgments, missing each other
in psychological space. I’m sure you recognize this from your own
experience. When you have not been emotionally involved your-
self, and have listened to a heated discussion, you often go away
thinking, “Well, they actually weren’t talking about the same
thing.” And they were not. Each was making a judgment, an evalu-
ation, from his own frame of reference. There was really nothing
which could be called communication in any genuine sense. This
tendency to react to any emotionally meaningful statement by
forming an evaluation of it from our own point of view, is, I repeat,
the major barrier to interpersonal communication.


But is there any way of solving this problem, of avoiding this
barrier? I feel that we are making exciting progress toward this goal
and I would like to present it as simply as I can. Real communica-
tion occurs, and this evaluative tendency is avoided, when we lis-
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ten with understanding. What does that mean? It means to see the
expressed idea and attitude from the other person’s point of view, to sense
how it feels to him, to achieve his frame of reference in regard to the thing
he is talking about.


Stated so briefly, this may sound absurdly simple, but it is not.
It is an approach which we have found extremely potent in the
field of psychotherapy. It is the most effective agent we know for
altering the basic personality structure of an individual, and
improving his relationships and his communications with others. If
I can listen to what he can tell me, if I can understand how it seems
to him, if I can see its personal meaning for him, if I can sense the
emotional flavor which it has for him, then I will be releasing
potent forces of change in him. If I can really understand how he
hates his father, or hates the university, or hates communists — if I
can catch the flavor of his fear of insanity, or his fear of atom
bombs, or of Russia — it will be of the greatest help to him in alter-
ing those very hatreds and fears, and in establishing realistic and
harmonious relationships with the very people and situations
toward which he has felt hatred and fear. We know from our
research that such empathic understanding — understanding with a
person, not about him — is such an effective approach that it can
bring about major changes in personality.


Some of you may be feeling that you listen well to people, and
that you have never seen such results. The chances are very great
indeed that your listening has not been of the type I have
described. Fortunately I can suggest a little laboratory experiment
which you can try to test the quality of your understanding. The
next time you get into an argument with your wife, or your
friend, or with a small group of friends, just stop the discussion for
a moment and for an experiment, institute this rule. “Each person
can speak up for himself only after he has first restated the ideas
and feelings of the previous speaker accurately, and to that
speaker’s satisfaction.” You see what this would mean. It would
simply mean that before presenting your own point of view, it
would be necessary for you to really achieve the other speaker’s
frame of reference — to understand his thoughts and feelings so
well that you could summarize them for him. Sounds simple,
doesn’t it? But if you try it you will discover it one of the most dif-
ficult things you have ever tried to do. However, once you have
been able to see the other’s point of view, your own comments
will have to be drastically revised. You will also find the emotion
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going out of the discussion, the differences being reduced, and
those differences which remain being of a rational and under-
standable sort.


Can you imagine what this kind of an approach would mean
if it were projected into larger areas? What would happen to a
labor-management dispute if it was conducted in such a way that
labor, without necessarily agreeing, could accurately state man-
agement’s point of view in a way that management could accept;
and management, without approving labor’s stand, could state
labor’s case in a way that labor agreed was accurate? It would
mean that real communication was established, and one could
practically guarantee that some reasonable solution would be
reached.


If then this way of approach is an effective avenue to good
communication and good relationships, as I am quite sure you will
agree if you try the experiment I have mentioned, why is it not
more widely tried and used? I will try to list the difficulties which
keep it from being utilized.


In the first place it takes courage, a quality which is not too
widespread. I am indebted to Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, the semanticist,
for pointing out that to carry on psychotherapy in this fashion is to
take a very real risk, and that courage is required. If you really
understand another person in this way, if you are willing to enter
his private world and see the way life appears to him, without any
attempt to make evaluative judgments, you run the risk of being
changed yourself. You might see it his way, you might find yourself
influenced in your attitudes or your personality. This risk of being
changed is one of the most frightening prospects most of us can
face. If I enter, as fully as I am able, into the private world of a neu-
rotic or psychotic individual, isn’t there a risk that I might become
lost in that world? Most of us are afraid to take that risk. Or if we
had a Russian communist speaker here tonight, or Senator Joe
McCarthy, how many of us would dare to try to see the world from
each of these points of view? The great majority of us could not lis-
ten; we would find ourselves compelled to evaluate, because listen-
ing would seem too dangerous. So the first requirement is courage,
and we do not always have it.


But there is a second obstacle. It is just when emotions are
strongest that it is most difficult to achieve the frame of reference
of the other person or group. Yet it is the time the attitude is most
needed, if communication is to be established. We have not found
this to be an insuperable obstacle in our experience in psychotherapy.
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A third party, who is able to lay aside his own feelings and evalua-
tions, can assist greatly by listening with understanding to each
person or group and clarifying the views and attitudes each holds.
We have found this very effective in small groups in which contra-
dictory or antagonistic attitudes exist. When the parties to a dis-
pute realize that they are being understood, that someone sees
how the situation seems to them, the statements grow less exag-
gerated and less defensive, and it is no longer necessary to main-
tain the attitude, “I am 100 percent right and you are 100 percent
wrong.” The influence of such an understanding catalyst in the
group permits the members to come closer and closer to the objec-
tive truth involved in the relationship. In this way mutual com-
munication is established and some type of agreement becomes
much more possible. So we may say that though heightened emo-
tions make it much more difficult to understand with an opponent,
our experience makes it clear that a neutral, understanding, cata-
lyst type of leader or therapist can overcome this obstacle in a
small group.


This last phrase, however, suggests another obstacle to utilizing
the approach I have described. Thus far all our experience has been
with small face-to-face groups — groups exhibiting industrial ten-
sions, religious tensions, racial tensions, and therapy groups in
which many personal tensions are present. In these small groups
our experience, confirmed by a limited amount of research, shows
that this basic approach leads to improved communication, to
greater acceptance of others and by others, and to attitudes which
are more positive and more problem-solving in nature. There is a
decrease in defensiveness, in exaggerated statements, in evaluative
and critical behavior. But these findings are from small groups.
What about trying to achieve understanding between larger groups
that are geographically remote? Or between face-to-face groups
who are not speaking for themselves, but simply as representatives
of others, like the delegates at Kaesong?1 Frankly we do not know
the answers to these questions. I believe the situation might be put
this way. As social scientists we have a tentative test-tube solution
of the problem of breakdown in communication. But to confirm
the validity of this test-tube solution, and to adapt it to the enor-
mous problems of communication breakdown between classes,
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groups, and nations, would involve additional funds, much more
research, and creative thinking of a high order.


Even with our present limited knowledge we can see some steps
which might be taken, even in large groups, to increase the amount
of listening with, and to decrease the amount of evaluation about. To
be imaginative for a moment, let us suppose that a therapeutically
oriented international group went to the Russian leaders and said,
“We want to achieve a genuine understanding of your views and
even more important, of your attitudes and feelings, toward the
United States. We will summarize and resummarize the views and
feelings if necessary, until you agree that our description represents
the situation as it seems to you.” Then suppose they did the same
thing with the leaders in our own country. If they then gave the
widest possible distribution to these two views, with the feelings
clearly described but not expressed in name-calling, might not the
effect be very great? It would not guarantee the type of understand-
ing I have been describing, but it would make it much more possible.
We can understand the feelings of a person who hates us much more
readily when his attitudes are accurately described to us by a neutral
third party, than we can when he is shaking his fist at us.


But even to describe such a first step is to suggest another
obstacle to this approach of understanding. Our civilization does
not yet have enough faith in the social sciences to utilize their find-
ings. The opposite is true of the physical sciences. During the war2


when a test-tube solution was found to the problem of synthetic
rubber, millions of dollars and an army of talent was turned loose
on the problem of using that finding. If synthetic rubber could be
made in milligrams, it could and would be made in the thousands
of tons. And it was. But in the social science realm, if a way is
found of facilitating communication and mutual understanding in
small groups, there is no guarantee that the finding will be utilized.
It may be a generation or more before the money and the brains
will be turned loose to exploit that finding.


In closing, I would like to summarize this small-scale solution
to the problem of barriers in communication, and to point out cer-
tain of its characteristics.


I have said that our research and experience to date would
make it appear that breakdowns in communication, and the evalu-
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ative tendency which is the major barrier to communication, can
be avoided. The solution is provided by creating a situation in
which each of the different parties come to understand the other
from the other’s point of view. This has been achieved, in practice,
even when feelings run high, by the influence of a person who is
willing to understand each point of view empathically, and who
thus acts as a catalyst to precipitate further understanding.


This procedure has important characteristics. It can be initiated
by one party, without waiting for the other to be ready. It can even
be initiated by a neutral third person, providing he can gain a mini-
mum of cooperation from one of the parties.


This procedure can deal with the insincerities, the defensive
exaggerations, the lies, the “false fronts” which characterize almost
every failure in communication. These defensive distortions drop
away with astonishing speed as people find that the only intent is
to understand, not judge.


This approach leads steadily and rapidly toward the discovery
of the truth, toward a realistic appraisal of the objective barriers to
communication. The dropping of some defensiveness by one party
leads to further dropping of defensiveness by the other party, and
truth is thus approached.


This procedure gradually achieves mutual communication.
Mutual communication tends to be pointed toward solving a prob-
lem rather than toward attacking a person or group. It leads to a
situation in which I see how the problem appears to you, as well as
to me, and you see how it appears to me, as well as to you. Thus
accurately and realistically defined, the problem is almost certain to
yield to intelligent attack, or if it is in part insoluble, it will be com-
fortably accepted as such.


This then appears to be a test-tube solution to the breakdown
of communication as it occurs in small groups. Can we take this
small-scale answer, investigate it further, refine it; develop it and
apply it to the tragic and well-nigh fatal failures of communication
which threaten the very existence of our modern world? It seems
to me that this is a possibility and a challenge which we should
explore.
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Edward O. Wilson


Edward O. Wilson, born in in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1929, is a pro-
fessor emeritus of evolutionary biology at Harvard University. A distin-
guished writer as well as a researcher and teacher, Wilson has twice won
the Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction.


Letter to a Southern Baptist Minister


Dear Pastor:
We have not met, yet I feel I know you well enough to call you


friend. First of all, we grew up in the same faith. As a boy I too
answered the altar call; I went under the water. Although I no longer
belong to that faith, I am confident that if we met and spoke pri-
vately of our deepest beliefs, it would be in a spirit of mutual respect
and good will. I know we share many precepts of moral behavior.
Perhaps it also matters that we are both Americans and, insofar as it
might still affect civility and good manners, we are both Southerners.


I write to you now for your counsel and help. Of course, in
doing so, I see no way to avoid the fundamental differences in our
respective worldviews. You are a literalist interpreter of Christian
Holy Scripture. You reject the conclusion of science that mankind


✓ A CHECKLIST FOR ANALYZING ROGERIAN ARGUMENT
� Have I stated the problem and indicated that a dialogue is


possible?
� Have I stated at least one other point of view in a way that


would satisfy its proponents?
� Have I been courteous to those who hold views other than mine?
� Have I enlarged my own understanding to the extent that I can


grant validity, at least in some circumstances, to at least some
aspects of other positions?


� Have I stated my position and indicated the contexts in which I
believe it is valid?


� Have I pointed out the ground that we share?
� Have I shown how other positions will be strengthened by


accepting some aspects of my position?
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evolved from lower forms. You believe that each person’s soul is
immortal, making this planet a way station to a second, eternal life.
Salvation is assured those who are redeemed in Christ.


I am a secular humanist. I think existence is what we make of it
as individuals. There is no guarantee of life after death, and heaven
and hell are what we create for ourselves, on this planet. There is no
other home. Humanity originated here by evolution from lower
forms over millions of years. And yes, I will speak plain, our ances-
tors were apelike animals. The human species has adapted physi-
cally and mentally to life on Earth and no place else. Ethics is the
code of behavior we share on the basis of reason, law, honor, and an
inborn sense of decency, even as some ascribe it to God’s will.


For you, the glory of an unseen divinity; for me, the glory of
the universe revealed at last. For you, the belief in God made flesh
to save mankind; for me, the belief in Promethean fire seized to set
men free. You have found your final truth; I am still searching. I
may be wrong, you may be wrong. We may both be partly right.


Does this difference in worldview separate us in all things? It
does not. You and I and every other human being strive for the
same imperatives of security, freedom of choice, personal dignity,
and a cause to believe in that is larger than ourselves.


Let us see, then, if we can, and you are willing, to meet on the
near side of metaphysics in order to deal with the real world we
share. I put it this way because you have the power to help solve a
great problem about which I care deeply. I hope you have the same
concern. I suggest that we set aside our differences in order to save
the Creation. The defense of living Nature is a universal value. It
doesn’t rise from, nor does it promote, any religious or ideological
dogma. Rather, it serves without discrimination the interests of all
humanity.


Pastor, we need your help. The Creation — living Nature — is in
deep trouble. Scientists estimate that if habitat conversion and other
destructive human activities continue at their present rates, half the
species of plants and animals on Earth could be either gone or at least
fated for early extinction by the end of the century. A full quarter will
drop to this level during the next half century as a result of climate
change alone. The ongoing extinction rate is calculated in the most
conservative estimates to be about a hundred times above that pre-
vailing before humans appeared on Earth, and it is expected to rise to
at least a thousand times greater or more in the next few decades. If
this rise continues unabated, the cost to humanity, in wealth, environ-
mental security, and quality of life, will be catastrophic.
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Surely we can agree that each species, however inconspicuous
and humble it may seem to us at this moment, is a masterpiece of
biology, and well worth saving. Each species possesses a unique
combination of genetic traits that fits it more or less precisely to a
particular part of the environment. Prudence alone dictates that we
act quickly to prevent the extinction of species and, with it, the
pauperization of Earth’s ecosystems — hence of the Creation.


You may well ask at this point, Why me? Because religion and
science are the two most powerful forces in the world today,
including especially the United States. If religion and science could
be united on the common ground of biological conservation, the
problem would soon be solved. If there is any moral precept shared
by people of all beliefs, it is that we owe ourselves and future gen-
erations a beautiful, rich, and healthful environment.


I am puzzled that so many religious leaders, who spiritually rep-
resent a large majority of people around the world, have hesitated to
make protection of the Creation an important part of their magis-
terium. Do they believe that human-centered ethics and preparation
for the afterlife are the only things that matter? Even more perplexing
is the widespread conviction among Christians that the Second
Coming is imminent, and that therefore the condition of the planet is
of little consequence. Sixty percent of Americans, according to a 2004
poll, believe that the prophecies of the book of Revelation are accu-
rate. Many of these, numbering in the millions, think the End of Time
will occur within the life span of those now living. Jesus will return to
Earth, and those redeemed by Christian faith will be transported bod-
ily to heaven, while those left behind will struggle through severe
hard times and, when they die, suffer eternal damnation. The con-
demned will remain in hell, like those already consigned in the gener-
ations before them, for a trillion trillion years, enough for the
universe to expand to its own, entropic death, time enough for count-
less universes like it afterward to be born, expand, and likewise die
away. And that is just the beginning of how long condemned souls
will suffer in hell — all for a mistake they made in choice of religion
during the infinitesimally small time they inhabited Earth.


For those who believe this form of Christianity, the fate of 10
million other life forms indeed does not matter. This and other sim-
ilar doctrines are not gospels of hope and compassion. They are
gospels of cruelty and despair. They were not born of the heart of
Christianity. Pastor, tell me I am wrong!


However you will respond, let me here venture an alternative
ethic. The great challenge of the twenty-first century is to raise
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people everywhere to a decent standard of living while preserving
as much of the rest of life as possible. Science has provided this
part of the argument for the ethic: the more we learn about the
biosphere, the more complex and beautiful it turns out to be.
Knowledge of it is a magic well: the more you draw from it, the
more there is to draw. Earth, and especially the razor-thin film of
life enveloping it, is our home, our wellspring, our physical and
much of our spiritual sustenance.


I know that science and environmentalism are linked in the
minds of many with evolution, Darwin, and secularism. Let me
postpone disentangling all this (I will come back to it later) and
stress again: to protect the beauty of Earth and of its prodigious
variety of life forms should be a common goal, regardless of differ-
ences in our metaphysical beliefs.


To make the point in good gospel manner, let me tell the story
of a young man, newly trained for the ministry, and so fixed in his
Christian faith that he referred all questions of morality to read-
ings from the Bible. When he visited the cathedral-like Atlantic
rainforest of Brazil, he saw the manifest hand of God and in his
notebook wrote, “It is not possible to give an adequate idea of the
higher feelings of wonder, admiration, and devotion which fill and
elevate the mind.”


That was Charles Darwin in 1832, early into the voyage of
HMS Beagle, before he had given any thought to evolution.


And here is Darwin, concluding On the Origin of Species in 1859,
having first abandoned Christian dogma and then, with his new-
found intellectual freedom, formulated the theory of evolution by
natural selection: “There is grandeur in this view of life, with its sev-
eral powers, having been originally breathed into a few forms or into
one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.”


Darwin’s reverence for life remained the same as he crossed the
seismic divide that divided his spiritual life. And so it can be for the
divide that today separates scientific humanism from mainstream
religion. And separates you and me.


You are well prepared to present the theological and moral
arguments for saving the Creation. I am heartened by the move-
ment growing within Christian denominations to support global
conservation. The stream of thought has arisen from many sources,
from evangelical to unitarian. Today it is but a rivulet. Tomorrow it
will be a flood.
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I already know much of the religious argument on behalf of
the Creation, and would like to learn more. I will now lay before
you and others who may wish to hear it the scientific argument.
You will not agree with all that I say about the origins of life —
science and religion do not easily mix in such matters — but I like
to think that in this one life-and-death issue we have a common
purpose.


TOPICS FOR CRITICAL THINKING AND WRITING


1. Wilson claims to be a “secular humanist” (para. 3). How would
you define that term?  Are you a secular humanist? Why, or why
not?


2. What does Wilson mean by “metaphysics” (para. 6)? Which if any
of his views qualify as metaphysical? 


3. Wilson obviously seeks to present his views in a fashion that makes
them as palatable as possible. Do you think he succeeds in this
endeavor? Write an essay of 500 words arguing for or against his
achievement in this regard.
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